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Abstract
We study and give examples of braided groupoids, and a fortiori, non-degenerate solutions of the quiver-
theoretical braid equation.
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0. Introduction
Let V be a vector space over some field and let R :V ⊗V → V ⊗V be a linear operator. One
says that R is a solution of the Quantum Yang–Baxter equation (QYBE, for short) if
R12R13R23 = R23R13R12,
where as usual R12 = R⊗ id, and so on. The study of solutions of the QYBE, motivated by prob-
lems in statistical mechanics and low dimension topology, has been a central theme in algebra
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transposition, then c := Rτ is a solution of the braid equation, that is
(c ⊗ id)(id ⊗ c)(c ⊗ id) = (id ⊗ c)(c ⊗ id)(id ⊗ c). (0.1)
Thus, there is a bijective correspondence between solutions of the QYBE and solutions of the
braid equation.
Drinfeld observed in [D] that both the QYBE and the braid equation have sense if V is just a
set and R :V ×V → V ×V is just a map; again, there is a bijective correspondence between so-
lutions of one and the other. He called this the set-theoretical QYBE and proposed its study as a
meaningful problem. Note that any solution of the set-theoretical QYBE gives rise, by lineariza-
tion, to a solution of the QYBE in the category of vector spaces. An active research on Drinfeld’s
problem was undertaken by several mathematicians: see [WX,Hi,GVB,ESS,S,LYZ1,LYZ2,GI1,
GI2,GIM,O]. See also [EGS], where indecomposable solutions on sets with p elements, p a
prime, are classified. Later, Takeuchi gave an alternative presentation of the results by Etingof–
Schedler–Soloviev and Lu–Yan–Zhu, with braided groups playing a central rôle. See [T1].
Now, the braid equation (0.1) has sense in any monoidal category. Another natural monoidal
category to consider is the category Quiv(P) of quivers over a fixed set P with tensor product
given by pull-back. The braid equation in Quiv(P) is called the quiver-theoretical QYBE, by
abuse of notation. A solution of the braid equation in Quiv(P) is called a braided quiver. Note
that any finite solution of the quiver-theoretical QYBE gives rise, by linearization, to a solution
of the QYBE in the category of bimodules over a commutative separable algebra.
The problem of characterizing solutions of the braid equation in Quiv(P) was attacked by
Andruskiewitsch, see [A]. In particular, Theorem 3.10 in [A] shows that there is a bijective
correspondence between
• non-degenerate braided quivers A,
• pairs (G,A), where G is a braided groupoid and A is a representation of G with certain
properties.
In other words, braided groupoids are the fundamental piece of information in the classifica-
tion of solutions of the quiver-theoretical QYBE. This raises naturally the question of classifying
(or at least characterizing) braided groupoids. This is the problem considered in the present paper.
Although braided groupoids appear naturally, by the result quoted above, no systematic inves-
tigation of their structure was undertaken up to now. In the paper [AN] a description of matched
pair of groupoids in group-theoretical terms is obtained. See also [AM, Theorem 3.1]. The main
idea of this work is to use this result to describe braided groupoids in terms of group theory.
This paper is intended to be as self-contained as possible. For this reason we include in Sec-
tion 1.1 some basics definitions concerning groupoids. In Section 1.2 we recall the definition of
matched pair of groupoid. We explain how to obtain matched pairs of groupoids from a collection
(D,V,H,γ ), where V,H are subgroups of a finite group D such that V intersects trivially any
conjugate of H and γ :V \D/H → D is a section of the canonical projection. To such collection
we attach maps λV ,λH ,ρV ,ρH ,, governing the multiplication of D, with certain cohomo-
logical flavor. In Section 1.3 we recall the definition of braided groupoid.
Our main result is Theorem 1.11, where we characterize braided groupoids in terms of col-
lections (D,V,H,γ ) as before, subject to some restrictions on the maps λV ,λH ,ρV ,ρH ,,.
In Section 2 we apply the main result to obtain examples under suitable restrictions. Notably,
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characterization of them in terms of data including certain “non-associative” group structures.
We stress that such structures appear also in some other works in the area [N,B].
In the next subsection, explicit examples of non-handy braided groupoids are also presented.
Finally in Section 3.1 we compute the braiding for the examples given in Section 2.
1. Braided groupoids
1.1. Groupoids
Recall that a (finite) groupoid is a small category (with finitely many arrows), such that every
morphism has an inverse. We shall denote a groupoid by e, s :G⇒ P , or simply by G, where G
is the set of arrows, P is the set of objects and e, s are the target and source maps.
The set of arrows between two objects P and Q is denoted by G(P,Q) and we shall also
denote G(P ) := G(P,P ). The composition map is denoted by m :G e×s G → G, and for two
composable arrows g and h, that is e(g) = s(h), the composition will be denoted by juxtaposi-
tion: m(g,h) = gh.
A morphism between two groupoids is a functor of the underlying categories. Two morphisms
of groupoids φ,ψ :G →H are similar, denoted φ ∼ ψ , if there is a natural transformation be-
tween them; that is, if there exists a map τ :P →H such that
φ(g)τ
(
e(g)
)= τ(s(g))ψ(g), g ∈ G.
Two groupoids G, H are isomorphic, and we write G ∼=H, if there are morphisms φ :G →H,
ψ :H→ G such that φ ◦ ψ and ψ ◦ φ are similar to the corresponding identities.
Any groupoid G gives rise to a relation on the base P , P ≈G Q if G(P,Q) = ∅. A groupoid
e, s :G⇒P is connected if P ≈G Q for all P,Q ∈P .
Let S be an equivalence class in P and let GS denote the corresponding connected groupoid
with base S; that is, GS(P,Q) = G(P,Q) for any P,Q ∈ S. Then the groupoid G is isomorphic
to the disjoint union of the connected groupoids GS : G ∼=∐S∈P/≈ GS .
IfH and G are two isomorphic groupoids over the same base P then there are (non-canonical)
isomorphisms G(P ) ∼=H(P ) for all P ∈P .
A subgroupoid H of a groupoid G is wide if H has the same base P as G.
Let G ⇒ P be a groupoid. If p :E → P is a map, a left action of G to (E,p) is a
map ⇀ :G e×p E → E such that
p(g ⇀ x) = s(g), g ⇀ (h ⇀ x) = gh ⇀ x, idp(x) ⇀ x = x, (1.1)
for all composable g,h ∈ G, x ∈ E . Similarly, a right action of G to (E,p) is a map ↼ :E p×s
G → E such that
p(x ↼ g) = e(g), (x ↼ g) ↼ h = x ↼ gh, x ↼ idp(x) = x, (1.2)
for all composable g,h ∈ G, x ∈ E .
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We briefly recall some facts about matched pairs of groupoids. See [Ma,AA] and references
therein.
A matched pair of groupoids is a collection (V,H,⇀,↼), where e, s :V ⇒ P and
e, s :H⇒ P are two groupoids over the same base P , ⇀ :H e×s V → V is a left action of
H on (V, s), ↼ :H e×s V →H is a right action of V on (H, e) such that
e(x ⇀ g) = s(x ↼ g), x ⇀ gh = (x ⇀ g)((x ↼ g) ⇀ h), (1.3)
xy ↼ g = (x ↼ (y ⇀ g))(y ↼ g), (1.4)
for composable elements x, y ∈H and g,h ∈ V .
The properties of the actions (1.3) and (1.4) are the classical properties of matched pairs of
algebraic objects.
Let (V,H,⇀,↼) be a matched pair of groupoids. There is an associated diagonal groupoid
V H with set of arrows V e×s H, base P , source, target, composition and identity given by
s(g, x) = s(g), e(g, x) = e(x),
(g, x)(h, y) = (g(x ⇀ h), (x ↼ h)y), idP = (idP , idP ),
g,h ∈ V , x, y ∈H, P ∈P . The groupoids V andH can be seen as wide subgroupoids of V H.
Then we have an exact factorization of groupoids V H = VH, that is; for every z ∈ V H
there are unique elements x ∈ V, g ∈ H such that z = xg. Conversely, if D = VH is an exact
factorization of groupoids then there are actions ↼, ⇀ such that (V,H,⇀,↼) form a matched
pair of groupoids, and D  V H.
Let us fix a connected groupoid D⇒ P and a point O ∈ P . Set D =D(O). For each P ∈ P
we fix τP ∈D(O,P ).
In the following we shall study exact factorizations D = VH where V and H are connected
wide subgroupoids. In this case we can assume that τP ∈ V(O,P ). There is no harm to assume
that τO = 1. We shall denote V = V(O),H =H(O).
The following lemma will be useful to describe examples of braided groupoids in group-
theoretical terms.
Lemma 1.1. Under the above considerations there is a bijection between the following data:
(i) Exact factorizations D = VH, where V,H are connected wide subgroupoids of D,
(ii) matched pair of groupoids (V,H,⇀,↼) with V , H connected, such that D ∼= V H, and
(iii) collections (V ,H,γ ) where G,H are subgroups of D, γ :P → D is a (necessarily) injec-
tive map, and the following conditions are fulfilled
D =
∐
P∈P
V γPH, (1.5)
V ∩ zHz−1 = {1} (1.6)
for every z ∈ D.
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ciated to the matched pair (V,H,⇀,↼) or, equivalently, to the exact factorization D = VH.
Proof. For the implications (i) ⇔ (ii) and (ii) ⇒ (iii) see [AM, Theorem 3.1].
Assume now that V,H are subgroups of D and γ : P → D is a map such that Eqs. (1.5), (1.6)
are fulfilled. Define the wide subgroupoids V and H by
H(P,Q) := τ−1P γPHγ−1Q τQ, V(P,Q) := τ−1P V τQ.
By construction D = VH is an exact factorization. 
Remark 1.2. We can always assume that γO = 1.
Remark 1.3. Observe that under conditions of Lemma 1.1(iii) there is a bijection P ∼= V \D/H
and via this identification the map γ is a section of the canonical projection. Conditions (1.5),
(1.6) imply that |D| = |V ||H |#P .
Summarizing, to obtain an exact factorization of connected groupoids we need a group D,
two subgroups V and H of D such that V intersects trivially all conjugates of H . Take P the
set of double cosets V \D/H and γ : P → D is any section of the canonical projection. Some
examples of such collections are the following:
• V,H subgroups of D with coprime orders,
• D = VC an exact factorization of groups and H is a subgroup of C.
The following basic observation will be used repeated times.
Lemma 1.4. Assume that (D,V,H,γ ) is a collection satisfying the conditions of Lemma 1.1(iii),
then for any z ∈ D there exists g ∈ V,x ∈ H and P ∈P uniquely determined such that z = gγP x.
Proof. The existence is clear. Assume that g′γQx′ = gγP x, then P = Q and g−1g′ =
γP xx
′−1γ−1P ∈ V ∩ γPHγ−1P , hence g = g′ and x = x′. 
Assume that (D,V,H,γ ) is associated to the matched pair (V,H,⇀,↼). Thanks to Lemma
1.4 we shall introduce a family of maps. In the next section these maps will be used to write
conditions for a groupoid to be braided. Concretely, the maps are
 :H × V → V,  :H × V → H,
( ; ) :H × V → P,
such that
xg = (x  g)γ(x;g)(x  g), (1.7)
for all x ∈ H,g ∈ V . Let us also define maps
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( ; ; ) :P × V ×P →P
and maps
λH :P ×H ×P → V, ρH :P ×H ×P → H,
〈 ; ; 〉 :P × H ×P →P
such that
γP gγQ = λV (P,g,Q)γ(P ;g;Q)ρV (P,g,Q), (1.8)
γP xγQ = λH (P,x,Q)γ〈P ;x;Q〉ρH (P,x,Q), (1.9)
for all P,Q ∈ P , g ∈ V , x ∈ H .
In the next section we shall study exact factorizations D = VH with V ∼=H. In that case the
groups V , H are isomorphic.
If (D,V,H,γ ) is associated to the exact factorization D = VH, and φ :H → V is an isomor-
phism we shall also denote by φ the isomorphism φ :H→ V given by
φ
(
τ−1P γP gγ
−1
Q τQ
)= τ−1P φ(g)τQ.
Given such an isomorphism φ, we define the map m :D→ V as the composition
D −→ V H id×φ−−−→ V e ×s V μ−→ V, (1.10)
where μ :V e×s V → V is the composition.
Using Lemma 1.1 the map m :D→ V can be explicitly written as follows.
Lemma 1.5. Let α ∈D(P,Q), if α = τ−1P gγRxτQ for some g ∈ V , x ∈ H , R ∈ P then
m(α) = τ−1P gλH (R,x,Q)φ
(
ρH (R,x,Q)
)
τQ.
As a particular case if α ∈D(O,O), α = gγRx then m(α) = gφ(x).
Proof. If we have a decomposition α = β1β2 where β1 ∈ V, β2 ∈H then, by definition, m(α) =
β1φ(β2). Note that if α = τ−1P gγRxτQ then
α = τ−1P gγRxγQγ−1Q τQ = τ−1P gλH (R,x,Q)γ〈R;x;Q〉ρH (R,x,Q)γ−1Q τQ
= τ−1P gλH (R,x,Q)τ〈R;x;Q〉τ−1〈R;x;Q〉γ〈R;x;Q〉ρH (R,x,Q)γ−1Q τQ,
where
τ−1P gρH (R,x,Q)τ〈R;x;Q〉 ∈ V
(
P, 〈R;x;Q〉),
τ−1 γ〈R;x;Q〉λH (R,x,Q)γ−1τQ ∈H
(〈R;x;Q〉,Q).〈R;x;Q〉 Q
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m(α) = τ−1P gλH (R,x,Q)τ〈R;x;Q〉φ
(
τ−1〈R;x;Q〉γ〈R;x;Q〉ρH (R,x,Q)γ
−1
Q τQ
)
= τ−1P gλH (R,x,Q)φ
(
ρH (R,x,Q)
)
τQ.
Since for all R ∈ P , x ∈ H λH(R,x,O) = 1, and ρH (R,x,O) = x the second assertion fol-
lows. 
1.3. Braided groupoids
The notion of braided groupoid was introduced in [A] in order to study the quiver-theoretical
Yang–Baxter equation.
Definition 1.6. [A] A braided groupoid is a collection (V,⇀,↼) where V ⇒ P is a groupoid,
(V,V,⇀,↼) is a matched pair of groupoids and for every pair (f, g) ∈ V e×s V the following
equation holds:
fg = (f ⇀ g)(f ↼ g). (1.11)
If (V,⇀,↼) is a braided groupoid then the map c :V e×s V → V e×s V defined by
c(α,β) = (α ⇀ β,α ↼ β) (1.12)
satisfies the braid equation.
Let (V,H,⇀,↼) be a matched of groupoids, and φ :H→ V a groupoid isomorphism, recall
the diagonal groupoid D and the map m :D→ V as in the previous section.
Associated to this matched pair of groupoids there is a new pair of actions (that we denote
with the same symbol) ⇀,↼ :V e×s V → V , and they are defined by
g ⇀ h := φ−1(g) ⇀ h, g ↼ h := φ(φ−1(g) ↼ h),
for all composable g,h ∈ G. Since φ is a groupoid morphism, the collection (V,V,⇀,↼) is a
matched pair of groupoids.
Lemma 1.7. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) (V,⇀,↼) is a braided groupoid,
(ii) the map m :D→ V is a groupoid morphism.
Proof. Let μ :V e×s V → V be the composition. Since m = ζ(idV ⊗ φ)μ, where ζ :D ∼=−→
V  H, and (idV ⊗ φ) is a groupoid morphism, then m is a groupoid morphism if and only
if μ is a groupoid morphism. Then the proof follows from [A, Lemma 2.9], where it is proven
that (V,⇀,↼) is braided if and only if the composition map μ is a groupoid morphism. 
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nected then V is similar to the disjoint union of connected groupoids
V ∼=
∐
S∈P/≈
VS.
Lemma 1.8. With the notation above V is braided if and only if for any S ∈P/ ≈ VS is a braided
groupoid.
Proof. The sufficiency is clear. Assume that V is braided. We only need to show that, for any
S ∈ P/ ≈, VS is stable under the actions ⇀,↼.
Let f,g ∈ VS . Using (1.1), (1.2) we know that
s(f ⇀ g) = s(f ), e(f ↼ g) = e(g).
Since s(f ), e(g) ∈ S then f ⇀ g,f ↼ g ∈ VS . 
Definition 1.9. We shall say that (D,V,H,γ ) is a braided groupoid datum if the associated
connected groupoid V is braided, or, equivalently if the map m :D→ V is a groupoid morphism.
Remark 1.10. The matched pair (V,V,⇀,↼) and the map m :D → V both depend on the
choice of the isomorphism φ. Sometimes the isomorphism φ will be clear from the context. We
shall denote (D,V,H,γ,φ) when special emphasis is needed.
The next result gives necessary and sufficient conditions on the collection (D,V,H,γ,φ) to
be a braided groupoid datum.
Theorem 1.11. The collection (D,V,H,γ,φ) is a braided groupoid datum if and only if
g = λV (P,g,Q)φ
(
ρV (P,g,Q)
)
, (1.13)
φ(x) = λH (P,x,Q)φ
(
ρH (P,x,Q)
)
, (1.14)
φ(x)g = (x  g)φ(x  g), (1.15)
for all P,Q ∈P , g ∈ V , x ∈ H .
Proof. Assume that (D,V,H,γ ) is a braided groupoid datum. Set α = γP gγQ = λV (P,g,Q)
γ(P ;g;Q)ρV (P,g,Q), then using Lemma 1.5 we have that m(α) = λV (P,g,Q) φ(ρV (P,g,Q)).
Since m is a groupoid morphism then m(α) = m(γP )m(g) m(γQ) = g, hence we have proved
Eq. (1.13). Equations (1.14), (1.15) follows in a similar way using Eqs. (1.7), (1.9).
Suppose that Eqs. (1.13)–(1.15) are fulfilled. Let α, β ∈ D two composable elements, then
α = τ−1P gγRxτQ, β = τ−1Q hγSyτM for some g,h ∈ V , x, y ∈ H and P,Q,M,R,S ∈ P . We
shall prove that m(αβ) = m(α)m(β).
Lemma 1.5 together with Eq. (1.14) implies that
m(α) = τ−1gφ(x)τQ, m(β) = τ−1hφ(y)τM.P Q
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〈X;ρV (R, (x  h), (x;h))(x  h);S〉, then
αβ = τ−1P gγRxhγSyτM = τ−1P gγR(x  h)γ(x;h)(x  h)γSyτM
= τ−1P gλV
(
R, (x  h), (x;h))γXρV
(
R, (x  h), (x;h))(x  h)γSyτM
= τ−1P gλV
(
R, (x  h), (x;h))λH
(
X,ρV
(
R, (x  h), (x;h))(x  h),S)γY
× ρH
(
X,ρV
(
R, (x  h), (x;h))(x  h),S)yτM.
Therefore
m(αβ) = τ−1P gλV
(
R, (x  h), (x;h))λH
(
X,ρV
(
R, (x  h), (x;h))(x  h),S)
× φ(ρH
(
X,ρV
(
R, (x  h), (x;h))(x  h),S))φ(y)τM
= τ−1P gρV
(
R, (x  h), (x;h))φ(ρV
(
R, (x  h), (x;h)))φ(x  h)φ(y)τM
= τ−1P g(x  h)φ(x  h)φ(y)τM
= τ−1P gφ(x)hφ(y)τM = m(α)m(β).
The second equality by (1.14), the third by (1.13) and the fourth by (1.15). 
2. Examples
In this section we shall give examples of braided groupoid data.
2.1. Handy braided groupoids
In this section we study braided groupoid datum with the following properties:
• VH = HV, (2.1)
• γ (P)H = Hγ (P), and (2.2)
• γ (P)V = V γ (P). (2.3)
This class of braided groupoids is the simplest to deal with. A braided groupoid V whose associ-
ated braided groupoid datum (D,V,H,γ ) satisfies Eqs. (2.1)–(2.3) will be called handy braided
groupoid.
Let F be a group, and , :F × F → F a left (respectively right) action on the set F . Let
P be a set together with an operation P ×P → P, (P,Q) → PQ, not necessarily associative,
such that
(i) there exists O ∈ P satisfying PO = OP = P , for all P ∈ P ,
(ii) for any P ∈ P there is a unique Q ∈ P such that PQ = QP = O . This element will be
denoted by P−1.
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σ(P,O) = σ(O,P ) = 1, (2.4)
g ⇁ O = O, (2.5)
σ
(
P,P−1
)= 1, (2.6)
for all g ∈ F , P ∈ P .
Denote by F σ Pσ  F the set F ×P × F with multiplication given by
(g,P, x)(h,Q,y) := (g(x  h)σ (X,Y ),XY,σ (X,Y )−1(x  h)y),
for every g,h, x, y ∈ F , P,Q ∈P , where
X = (x  h)−1 ⇁ P, Y = (x  h) ⇁ Q.
Equations (2.4), (2.5) implies that (1,O,1) is a unit for this product.
Under certain compatibilities of the maps σ , , , ⇁ this multiplication makes F σ Pσ  F
into a group. This is the next lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Keep the notation above. The set F σ Pσ  F is a group with unit (1,O,1) if and
only if the following conditions are fulfilled:
(F,F,,) is a matched pair of groups, (2.7)
(PQ)
(
σ(P,Q)−1 ⇁ R
)= (σ(Q,R)−1 ⇁ P )(QR), (2.8)
σ(Q,R)σ
(
σ(Q,R)−1 ⇁ P,QR
)= σ(P,Q)σ (PQ,σ(P,Q)−1 ⇁ R), (2.9)
(g ⇁ P)(g ⇁ Q) = (g  σ(P,Q))⇁ PQ, (2.10)
g  σ(P,Q) = σ(g ⇁ P,g ⇁ Q), (2.11)
(
g  σ(P,Q))(g  σ(P,Q))= gσ(P,Q), (2.12)
for all g ∈ F , P,Q,R ∈P .
Proof. Assume that F σ Pσ  F is a group. From equalities
(1,O,x)
(
(1,O,y)(g,O,1)
)= ((1,O,x)(1,O,y))(g,O,1),
(1,O,x)
(
(g,O,1)(h,O,1)
)= ((1,O,x)(g,O,1))(h,O,1),
follow that (F,F,,) is a matched pair of groups. Equations (2.8), (2.9) follow from the
equation
(1,P ,1)
(
(1,Q,1)(1,R,1)
)= ((1,P ,1)(1,Q,1))(1,R,1).
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(1,O,g)
(
(1,P ,1)(1,Q,1)
)= ((1,O,g)(1,P ,1))(1,Q,1).
Assume that Eqs. (2.7) to (2.12) are fulfilled. First we shall prove that the product in F σ
Pσ  F is associative. We claim that it is enough to prove that
(
(g,P,1)(1,O,x)
)
(h, q, y) = (g,P,1)((1,O,x)(h, q, y)), (2.13)
(
(1,O,x)(h,Q,y)
)
(f,R, z) = (1,O,x)((h,Q,y)(f,R, z)), (2.14)
(
(g,P,1)(h,Q,y)
)
(f,R, z) = (g,P,1)((h,Q,y)(f,R, z)), (2.15)
for al P,Q,R ∈ P , x, y, z,h,f, g ∈ F . Indeed, let P,Q,R ∈P , x, y, z,h,f, g ∈ F then
(g,P, x)
(
(h,Q,y)(f,R, z)
)= ((g,P,1)(1,O,x))((h,Q,y)(f,R, z))
= (g,P,1)((1,O,x)((h,Q,y)(f,R, z)))
= (g,P,1)(((1,O,x)(h,Q,y))(f,R, z))
= ((g,P,1)((1,O,x)(h,Q,y)))(f,R, z)
= (((g,P,1)(1,O,x))(h,Q,y))(f,R, z)
= ((g,P, x)(h,Q,y))(f,R, z).
The second equality by (2.13), the third by (2.14), the fourth by (2.15) and the fifth again
by (2.13).
Equation (2.13) follows by a direct calculation. Equation (2.14) follows from (2.7), (2.11) and
(2.12). Equation (2.15) follows from (2.8)–(2.11). The inverse of an element is
(g,P, x)−1 = (x−1  g−1, (x−1  g−1)g ⇁ P−1, x−1  g−1). 
When the map σ or the action ⇁ are trivial, conditions in Lemma 2.1 are easy to handle, as
the following corollaries show.
Corollary 2.2. Assume that (F,,) is a matched pair of groups, P is a group with identity O ,
and σ :P ×P → F is a map such that
•σ(P,O) = σ(O,P ) = 1,
•σ (P,P−1)= 1,
•σ(Q,R)σ(P,QR) = σ(P,Q)σ(PQ,R),
for all P,Q,R ∈P . If in addition we have that
•g  σ(P,Q) = σ(P,Q), g  σ(P,Q) = σ(P,Q)−1gσ(P,Q),
for all g ∈ V , P,Q ∈P , then Fσ Pσ  F is a group, where ⇁ is trivial.
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and ⇁ is a left action of F on P by group automorphisms. Then F  P  F is a group, here
the map σ is assumed to be trivial.
Let us assume that F σ Pσ  F is a group, or, equivalently, the properties (2.7)–(2.12) hold.
Define the subgroups V,H of F σ Pσ  F by V := F ×O × 1, H := 1 ×O ×F . The map
γ :P → F σ Pσ  F , is the inclusion; γ (P ) = (1,P ,1).
Then the collection (F σ Pσ  F,V,H,γ ) satisfies conditions of Lemma 1.1(iii).
Theorem 2.4. If (F,,) is a braided group, then (F σ Pσ  F,V,H,γ ) is a braided
groupoid datum and the associated braided groupoid is handy.
Reciprocally if (D,V,H,γ,φ) is a braided groupoid datum and the associated braided
groupoid is handy, then (V ,,) is a braided group, P has an operation that satisfies (i), (ii),
there are maps σ :P × P → V , ⇁: V × P → P such that D ∼= V σ Pσ  V and γ is the
inclusion via this isomorphism.
Proof. If h,y ∈ F , P,Q ∈ P then
λV
(
P, (h,1,1),Q
)= (hσ (h−1 ⇁ P,Q),1,1),
ρV
(
P, (h,1,1),Q
)= (1,1, σ (h−1 ⇁ P,Q)−1),
λH
(
P, (1,1, y),Q
)= (σ(P,y ⇁ Q),O,1),
ρH
(
P, (1,1, y),Q
)= (1,O,σ (P,y ⇁ Q)−1y),
(1,1, y)  (h,1,1) = (y  h,1,1),
(1,1, y)  (h,1,1) = (1,1, y  h).
Therefore the first assertion follows from Theorem 1.11.
Let (D,V,H,γ ) be a braided groupoid datum such that Eqs. (2.1)–(2.3) are satisfied. Abusing
of the notation we define , :V × V → V by
g  h := φ−1(g)  h, g  h := φ(φ−1(g)  h),
for all g,h ∈ V . Since VH = HV then (x;g) = O for all x ∈ H , g ∈ V . Associativity axiom of
the group D implies that (V ,V,,) is a matched pair of groups. Equation (1.15) implies that
(V ,,) is a braided group.
Define the following composition P ×P →P , PQ := (P ;1;Q). Clearly O is a unit for this
operation. The existence of inverse in D translates in the existence of the inverse in P .
Define the maps σ :P ×P → V , ⇁ :V ×P → P by
σ(P,Q) := λV (P,1,Q), gγP := γg⇁P g′,
for all P,Q ∈P , g ∈ V , where g′ is some element in G that depends on g and P . Since the map
m is a groupoid morphism then m(gγP ) = m(g) = g, and therefore g = g′. Hence the map ⇁ is
defined by the equation
gγP := γg⇁P g.
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Define f :D → V σ Pσ  V by
f (gγP x) =
(
g,P,φ(x)
)
,
for all g ∈ V,P ∈ P, x ∈ H . This is a well defined group isomorphism. This ends the proof of
the theorem. 
In particular, Theorem 2.4, in presence of Corollaries 2.2, 2.3, shows that there is a way to
produce many examples of braided groupoid datum. For example, take (F,,) any braided
group, P a group such that F acts on P by group automorphism; or take F,P two groups with a
normalized 2-cocycle σ :F × F → P ,  :F × F → F the trivial action and  :F × F → F the
adjoint action.
Corollary 2.5. Let (D,V,H,γ ) be a braided groupoid datum, where V and H are normal
subgroups of D. Then the associated braided groupoid V is handy, moreover the action ⇁ is
trivial.
Proof. Since V is normal γP gγ−1P ∈ V, for all P ∈ P, g ∈ V . Hence, γP g = g′γP for some
g′ ∈ V . Since (D,V,H,γ ) is a braided groupoid datum then g = g′. Analogously we prove that
γP x = xγP and gx = xg for all x ∈ H , g ∈ V , P ∈P . 
2.2. Non-handy examples
Let (A,,) be a matched pair of groups. Let P be a group, and let ψ :A×A →Z(P), Z(P)
the center of P , be a map such that for any a, b, c ∈ A
ψ(a,bc) = ψ(a, b)ψ(a  b, c), (2.16)
ψ(ab, c) = ψ(a, b  c)ψ(b, c). (2.17)
Define the group D whose underlying set is A ×P × A and multiplication given by
(a,P, c)(x,Q, z) = (a(c  x),Pψ(c, x)Q, (c  x)z),
for any a, c, x, z ∈ A, P,Q ∈ P . A straightforward computation shows that this operation is
associative.
Let V = A× 1 × 1, H = 1 × 1 ×A and γ :P → D, γP = (1,P ,1).
Lemma 2.6. If (A,,) is a braided group then the collection (D,V,H,γ ) is a braided
groupoid datum.
Proof. For any P,Q ∈P , a, b ∈ A we have that
λV
(
P, (a,1,1),Q
)= (a,1,1), ρV
(
P, (a,1,1),Q
)= 1,
λH
(
P, (1,1, a),Q
)= 1, ρH
(
P, (1,1, a),Q
)= (1,1, a),
(1,1, a)  (b,1,1) = (a  b,1,1), (1,1, a)  (b,1,1) = (1,1, a  b).
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If a, z ∈ A then
(a,1,1)(1,1, z) = (a,1, z), (1,1, z)(a,1,1) = (z  a,ψ(z, a), z  a).
Thus, VH = HV if and only if ψ = 1.
Remark 2.7. There are many collections (A,,,ψ), where (A,,) is a braided group and
ψ is a map satisfying (2.16), (2.17). For example take A any group,  the adjoint action,  the
trivial action and ψ any bicharacter, that is ψ :A× A →Z(P) such that
ψ(a, bc) = ψ(a, b)ψ(a, c),
ψ(ab, c) = ψ(a, c)ψ(b, c),
for all a, c, x, z ∈ A.
This class of examples arise from the following general observation. Let (D,V,H,γ,φ) be
any braided groupoid datum. Recall the map (;) :V ×H →P defined by Eq. (1.7). If we assume
that for all P ∈ P , g ∈ G, x ∈ H
γP g = gγP , γP x = xγP ,
then the map ψ :V × V → P defined by
ψ(g,h) = (g;φ−1(h)),
for all g,h ∈ V , satisfies Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17). Consider the following operation in P ; P.Q =
(P ;1;Q). Since xgγP = γP xg for all x ∈ H,g ∈ V,P ∈ P then
(x  g)γ(x;g)γP (x  g) = (x  g)γP γ(x;g)(x  g),
and thus, (x;g) ∈Z(P) for all x ∈ H,g ∈ V .
3. The braiding
In this section we explicitly compute the braiding for the braided data given in the previous
section.
Let (D,V,H,γ,φ) be a braided groupoid datum and let D = VH be the associated exact
factorization of groupoids. Let α ∈H, β ∈ V then
α = τ−1P γP xγ−1Q τQ, β = τ−1Q gτR,
for some P,Q,R ∈ P , g ∈ V , x ∈ H . Then
αβ = τ−1P γP xγ−1Q gτR.
Since αβ = (α ⇀ β)(α ↼ β), the determination of the actions ⇀,↼ relies on the explicit cal-
culation of γP xγ−1g. This will be done in the following for the examples explained above.Q
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Let V be a handy braided groupoid and (F σ Pσ  F,V,H,γ ) its braided groupoid datum.
Let alsoD = VH be the exact factorization associated to the collection (F σ Pσ  F,V,H,γ ).
Lemma 3.1. If P,Q,R ∈P , x, y ∈ F then
γP (1,O,x)γ−1Q (y,O,1)γR =
(
σ
(
P,Q−1
)(
σ
(
P,Q−1
)−1
x  y)σ(S,T ),O,1)γST
× (1,O,σ (P,Q−1)−1x  y),
where
S = (σ (P,Q−1)−1  y)−1 ⇁ (PQ−1), (3.1)
T = (σ (P,Q−1)−1  y)⇁ R. (3.2)
Proof. Straightforward. 
Let (α,β) ∈ V e×s V . Then there exists P,Q,R ∈ P , x, y ∈ F such that
α = τ−1P (x,O,1)τQ, β = τ−1Q (y,O,1)τR.
Then
φ−1(α)β = τ−1P γP (1,O,x)γ−1Q (y,O,1)τR
= τ−1P γP (1,O,x)γ−1Q (y,O,1)γRγ−1R τR
= τ−1P
(
σ
(
P,Q−1
)(
σ
(
P,Q−1
)−1
x  y)σ(S,T ),O,1)τST
× τ−1ST γST
(
1,O,σ
(
P,Q−1
)−1
x  y)ι−1R τR,
where S,T ∈P are as in Lemma 3.1. Since
τ−1P
(
σ
(
P,Q−1
)(
σ
(
P,Q−1
)−1
x  y)σ(S,T ),O,1) τST ∈ V(P,ST ),
τ−1ST γST
(
1,O,σ
(
P,Q−1
)−1
x  y)γ−1R τR ∈H(ST ,R),
then
α ⇀ β = τ−1P
(
σ
(
P,Q−1
)(
σ
(
P,Q−1
)−1
x  y)σ(S,T ),O,1)τST ,
α ↼ β = τ−1ST
(
1,O,σ
(
P,Q−1
)−1
x  y)τR.
As a consequence of these calculations we have the following result.
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c(α,β) = (τ−1P
(
σ
(
P,Q−1
)(
σ
(
P,Q−1
)−1
x  y)σ(S,T ),O,1) τST ,
τ−1ST
(
1,O,σ
(
P,Q−1
)−1
x  y)τR
)
,
where α = τ−1P (x,O,1)τQ,β = τ−1Q (y,O,1)τR and S,T are given by Eqs. (3.1), (3.2).
Remark 3.3. When #P = 1 then formula in Proposition 3.2 is c(x, y) = (x  y, x  y), which is
the braid formula for the braided group (F,,).
3.2. The braiding for the examples in Section 2.2
Let (A,,) be a braided group, P be a group. Let also ψ :A × A → Z(P) be a map sat-
isfying (2.16), (2.17). Let (D,V,H,γ ) be the braided groupoid datum as in Example 2.2. Let
D = VH be the exact factorization associated to (D,V,H,γ ).
Lemma 3.4. Let a, b ∈ A, P,Q,R ∈ P then
γP (1,1, a)γ−1Q (b,1,1)γR =
(
a  b,ψ(a, b)PQ−1R,a  b).
Let (α,β) ∈ Ve×s V . Then there exists P,Q,R ∈P , a, b ∈ A such that
α = τ−1P (a,1,1)τQ, β = τ−1Q (b,1,1)τR.
Then
φ−1(α)β = τ−1P γP (1,1, a)γ−1Q (b,1,1)τR
= τ−1P γP (1,1, a)γ−1Q (b,1,1)γRγ−1R τR
= τ−1P
(
a  b,ψ(a, b)PQ−1R,a  b)γ−1R τR
= τ−1P (a  b,1,1)τSτ−1S γS(1,1, a  b)γ−1R τR,
where S = ψ(a, b)PQ−1R ∈ P . Since
τ−1P (a  b,1,1)τS ∈ V(P,S),
τ−1S γS(1,1, a  b)γ−1R τR ∈H(S,R),
then
α ⇀ β = τ−1P (a  b,1,1)τS,
α ↼ β = τ−1S (1,1, a  b)τR.
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in Section 2.2 are given by the formula
c(α,β) = (τ−1P (a  b,1,1)τS, τ−1S (1,1, a  b)τR
)
,
where S = ψ(a, b)PQ−1R.
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